
Community Inclusion Team
Strategic Plan



Gawendum Gaakina Awaya
“Protect Everyone and Everything”

 “Community Inclusion Team” (CIT) name gifted by the Organizational Change 
Project Committee through their journey – via ceremony & Indigenous lens.

 Focus on building relationships with Indigenous people and organizations while 
recognizing the need to be inclusive of everyone. 

 Importance of imbedding the teachings and natural laws of the Anishinaabe 
within the CIT in a journey learn from each other.

 The CIT is a centralized hub of the TBPS for re-righting relationships with 
indigenous, other racialized and underrepresented people.

 Includes maintaining relationships with all people of Thunder Bay and those 
who come to the city.
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Presentation Notes
The Unit maintains a focus on building relationships with Indigenous people and organizations while recognizing the need to be inclusive of everyone. Maintains focus on Indigenous people and provides opportunities to build stronger relationships with all groups.“Community Inclusion Team” - New name gifted thru the Journey – via ceremony & indigenous lens.“Gawendum Gaakina Awaya” – protect everyone / everything.Everyone - includes those who came before us and those who will come after.The eagle flew over the sweat lodge ceremony and screamed out during the ceremony.The Working Group  goals is to connect with people in an inclusive, holistic way based upon the principles of the medicine circle.Importance of imbedding the teachings and natural laws of the Anishinaabe within the CIT resulted in a journey learned from each other.The CIT is a centralized hub of the TBPS for re-righting relationships with indigenous and other racialized and underrepresented people and maintaining relationships with all people of Thunder Bay and those who come to the city.Continue to focus enhancing relationships with Indigenous people, it needs to proactively build relations with other racialized groups and groups that remain under-represented within the staffing complement of TBPS.CIT to focus on working with community groups that may have history of conflict with policing and complex experiences and relationships with TBPS.Forefront message – commitment to re-righting relationships with indigenous people.  



Vision
A trusted and transparent unit of the Thunder Bay Police Service which 
fosters positive relationships between police, Indigenous people, other 
racialized and underrepresented groups we serve.   

Mission
To enhance relationships by positive interactions, empowering 
individuals, investing in partnerships, constant communication, and 
education to increase understanding and acceptance to make the 
TBPS more welcoming and accessible to all.

Building trust. A path forward.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLESThe Community Inclusion Team is guided by the seven grandfather teachings:Love - accept all unconditionally.						  Truth - always speak truthful and without judgement.			Humility - treat everyone equally with empathy and compassion. Honesty - to have the courage to say and do the right thing – to be honest with oneself.Respect - develop relationships that are mutual and reciprocal.Bravery/Courage - stand tall through adversity with convictions and integrity.Wisdom - a combination of experience, knowledge, and teachings to make sound judgement with ability to separate inner qualities and relationships.  



Engage
Dedicate to enhanced community connections to foster relationships, provide 
support, and  ultimately  build trust with Indigenous people, other racialized and 
underrepresented groups.
 Consult with Indigenous people, other racialized and underrepresented groups to 

understand barriers, consider service needs and further reconciliation.

 Invest in a variety of initiatives to build capacity with a focus on youth interactions.

 Collaborate with organizations and partners in the city to meet the needs of 
community.

 Develop educational campaigns focused on awareness                                                                 
of Hate Crimes, Gang Recruitment, and Interactions                                                                   
with Police.

 Dedicate to embracing culture and diversity guided by                                                              
Elders, Knowledge Keepers and community leaders.
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Four Pillars  OUTREACHCommunity Consultation Logo Contest - (Recommendation OIPRD #15)Vulnerable Community Members - (Recommendation OIPRD #36)  Celebrate Diversity - (Recommendation OIPRD #39)Indigenous Organizations Thunder Bay Multicultural Association LBGTQ2S Conflict Resolution StrategyEvacuations - Community Support Focus on Youth! - (Recommendation OIPRD #15 & #41)Indigenous Schools Welcome FeastHammarskjold High School Boxing for Badges  Archery Northern Travel Mino B - (Recommendation OIPRD #41) Camp Loon Youth  - Canadian Rangers- (Recommendation OIPRD #37 & #41) PARTNERSElders/Knowledge Keepers - (Recommendation OIPRD #36)EDUCATEHate Crime - (Recommendation OIPRD #36) Gang Recruitment - (Recommendation OIPRD #37)Police Interactions - Street Checks - (Recommendation OIPRD #37)



Support
Commit to enhanced interactions with vulnerable individuals, develop opportunities for 
cultural and diverse training and embrace Provincial Liaison Team framework.
 Invest in training new Provincial Liaison Team members to ensure lines of communication 

and understanding are maintained throughout interactions with Indigenous people and 
diverse groups in major events, demonstrations, and disputes.

 Liaise with victims, witnesses, and investigators to enhance                                             
interactions and provide support during investigations.

 Coordinate cultural competency training for all police officers                                               
and civilian employees throughout their career.

 Develop partnerships with APS & NAPS for a work                                                                      
exchange program.  
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THUNDER BAY POLICE LIAISON TEAM (TBPLT) (Recommendation OIPRD #15 & #16)The purpose of the TBPLT is to:promote an operationally sound, informed and flexible approach to resolving conflict and managing crises in a consistent manner;offer a framework that demonstrates accommodation and mutual respect of differences, positions, and interests of involved Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities and the TBPS; promote and develop strategies that minimize the use of force to the fullest extent possible.The Thunder Bay Police Service will expand the number of officers currently trained and following the principles laid out in the O.P.P. Framework for Police Preparedness for Indigenous Critical Incidents which aligns with the CACP National Framework for Police Preparedness for Demonstrations and Assemblies. INVESTIGATION SUPPORT (Recommendation OIPRD #15)Liaison Officers will be available to support both the Uniform Patrol Branch and the Criminal Investigations Branch as a liaison between police and Indigenous people, other racialized and underrepresented groups during investigations.  Support such as:Reaching out to victims and witnesses who may be reluctant to speak to police.Assisting with connecting to northern community contacts for notifications and investigative assistance. Assist with locating missing persons.Engaging with community members in stressful situations to help to reassure that transparent and thorough investigations are being conducted.Assisting to navigate culturally sensitive issues that may arise. TRAININGCultural Competency - (Recommendation OIPRD #39)  LBGTQ2S - (Recommendation OIPRD #39)  -  Cultural Diversity/Newcomers - (Recommendation OIPRD #39)   Hate Crime - (Recommendation OIPRD #15 & #36)   New Member Training  #C.I.T.DownWithUs   Fact Friday APS & NAPS PARTNERSHIPS - (Recommendation OIPRD #37) 



Recruit
Focus on strategies essential to increasing the interest of diverse community 
members to consider a career in policing and opportunities to successfully prepare 
for the hiring process.
 Collaborate with Human Resources to develop a recruitment strategy.

 Explore opportunities to engage with members of diverse communities to interact in 
meaningful dialogue.

 Develop opportunities to volunteer at the TBPS or partner                                                    
with a mentor to successfully prepare for the hiring process.
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 COMMUNITY INCLUSION TEAMHire A Civilian Coordinator - (Recommendation OIPRD #16) - COMPLETERewrite Community Services PolicyRECRUITMENT STRATEGY - (Recommendation OIPRD #41)Assist Human Resources Recruitment Presentations  Volunteer Opportunities  Mentorship Program Youth Corps Participation through CORE



Communicate
Invest in showcasing the ongoing efforts to engage, support and recruit while being 
transparent with the commitment to improve service delivery. 
 Utilize social media to document and highlight ongoing work by the CIT.

 Host media events to highlight ongoing partnerships and success of work being 
completed.

 Prepare quarterly and annual reports to ensure the team is on track with the plan.

 Complete physical initiatives at headquarters that help make the TBPS more 
welcoming and inclusive.

 Invest in items that visibly showcase                                                                                        
commitment to culture and diversity.
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EXTERNAL MESSAGINGFacebook Media Events TBPS Website Annual Report PHYSICAL INITIATIVES  Establish initiatives to illustrates that the TBPS is making the necessary changes to make the service more inclusive to all community members.  This will showcase the commitment to ongoing change by celebrating culture and diversity instilling a more welcoming environment.   The CIT will focus on the following initiatives:  Welcome Signs in Lobby - (Recommendation OIPRD #17)  Gender Neutral Washrooms - (Recommendation OIPRD #41 Bundle Kit  Cedar Ceremony - (Recommendation OIPRD #17) CIT Clothing Meeting Space Internal Bulletin Internal Flag Flagpole – recognition flags – Pride / NIPDRockers  Pins   Eagle Staff - (Recommendation OIPRD #15)  Thunder Bird Drum  Diverse Artwork  



Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 
Committee

An internal committee – compromised of both civilian 
and sworn members.

Purpose is to propose innovations on who we are and 
what we represent internally and externally to ensure the 
best service to our community. 

Opportunity for internal engagement.
Connects to the Community Inclusion Team (CIT) 

Strategic Plan by offering opportunity to hear all voices 
for a positive impact for our service delivery model. 

 Includes community engagement to inform community 
policing practices.
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The EDI Committee’s general purpose is to consider, discuss, research and propose new innovations on who we are, what we represent internally and externally as a Service to ensure the best service to our community.  This will include community engagement to hear about what our community would like to see from us.  The EDI Committee connects to the Community Inclusion Team (CIT) Strategic Plan, as well as, our response to the various reports and recommendations that impact our service delivery model.    The CIT Strategic Plan is fluid and was built on consultations through the Chief’s Organizational Change Project – Breaking Barriers.  The EDI Committee is the next logical step to ensure all voices are heard through respectful dialogue and considerations to complement our everchanging society, including how we are perceived by our community and approaches implemented by our Service now and in the future.  Areas for consideration through the committee’s work include: Community Engagement PlanningIndigenous and New Canadian EngagementStaff EDI EngagementEDI Internal Inclusivity ProgramsEDI LGBTQS2+ EngagementEDI Policy developmentRecruitment Strategies Recommendations for areas of change will be provided to the Chief for consideration through this committee.



Questions ?
THANK YOU!
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